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DALLAS, TX, US, July 18, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Healthcare Art

Consulting & Quality Art House (HAC &

QAH) are proud to announce their

latest initiative focused on integrating

cultural and inclusive art within

healthcare environments. This initiative

aims to create spaces that reflect the

diverse backgrounds of patients and

staff, fostering a sense of community

and belonging.

Championing Diversity Through Art

Incorporating cultural and inclusive artwork in healthcare settings is crucial for creating

By showcasing diverse

cultural narratives, we

create more supportive and

inclusive healthcare

environments.”

Sara Beth Joyner

welcoming and supportive environments. HAC & QAH are

dedicated to selecting and curating art pieces that

resonate with the cultural identities of the communities

they serve. This approach not only enhances the aesthetic

appeal of healthcare facilities but also contributes to the

emotional and psychological well-being of patients.

Key Elements of Cultural and Inclusive Art:

•  Reflecting Community Diversity: Artwork that represents the cultural diversity of the patient

population, ensuring that everyone feels seen and valued.

•  Promoting Inclusivity: Art pieces that celebrate various cultures, traditions, and histories,

fostering an inclusive atmosphere.

http://www.einpresswire.com


•  Supporting Healing: Culturally

relevant art that provides comfort and

familiarity, aiding in the healing

process.

•  Educational Value: Artwork that

educates patients and staff about

different cultures, promoting

understanding and respect.

Commitment to Thoughtful Curation

HAC & QAH are committed to working

with artists from diverse backgrounds

to ensure that the art they curate truly

reflects the communities they serve. By

engaging with local and international

artists, they bring a rich tapestry of

cultural narratives into healthcare

settings, transforming spaces into

areas of healing and connection.

Enhancing Patient Experience

Cultural and inclusive art in healthcare

environments plays a significant role in

enhancing patient experience. “By

showcasing diverse cultural narratives,

we create more supportive and

inclusive healthcare environments”

shared HAC & QAH President, Sara

Beth Joyner. Director of Design, Mercedes Burton, added “this sense of connection can lead to

improved patient satisfaction and overall well-being.”

About Healthcare Art Consulting & Quality Art House (HAC & QAH)

Healthcare Art Consulting and Quality Art House specialize in providing artistic solutions for

corporate and healthcare systems and facilities nation-wide. Since 2003, the firm’s success has

been centered on educating and building long-term partnerships with clients.

They offer a full spectrum of consulting and visual communication products, such as artwork on

paper, canvas, acrylic, metal, and other mediums, custom framing, large scale murals and

graphics, wayfinding signage, dimensional lettering, donor recognition signage, digital signage,

patient communication boards, and more.
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